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CCH Mission: To advance community health, well-being, and equity through collective understanding of needs 
and innovative approaches to foster community strengths 

Website: mnmetroCCH.org | Member password: Public Health 
 

MEETING TIME: 11:00am-12:30pm 
LOCATION:   MCHP - 2550 University Ave W, St Paul, MN 55114; 2nd floor small conference room 
CALL-IN: 1-866-613-5223 access code 1817471 
MEETING OBJECTIVE:  
CHAIR: Pakou Xiong RECORDER: Margaret Schuster 
ATTENDEES:   
*= CALLED IN   

NEXT MEETING: Friday, April 6, 2018 
 

TIME AGENDA ITEM 

11:00 am Welcome &  quick updates /announcements (All) 
Susan Palchick gave an update on hiring for the position of Director of Operations. A unanimous 
decision at the executive committee to make an offer to one organization for the facilitation of 
CCH. This organization came very well prepared, and as part of the interview, conducted the 
meeting as though they were facilitating. The Executive Committee needs to make an offer, the 
organization needs to accept; we will probably know by next week.  
 

11:15 am Stratis Grant update (Pakou) 
There is about $2800 left in the grant funds – these need to be spent. Suggestions for the use of 
these funds included: boost work of May is Mental Health Month (MMHM); increase CCH 
involvement in MMHM; provide a boost to Mental Health First Aid efforts; explore the MMHM 
ambassador program (sounds like it was revamped and takes an organization to the next level 
after taking the pledge); potential partner with Babette Apland, who is now at MPR – they are 
looking to partner using MPR’s social media platform; and, can MMHM materials be translated 
into another language (perhaps Somali).  
A draft Stratis Grant report was created before Carrie left her position; but her report would need 
to be updated with any last actions (including expenditure of remaining funds). 
 
Committee decisions and proposed action:  
CACI members agree that using the funds toward language translation would help further the 
Make It Okay work and that looking into the Make It OK Ambassador program was another 
possibility. Ann was to connect with Marna Canterbury regarding diversifying materials and 
approaches to the Somali community. 
 

11:20 am CACI & AA Joint Meeting (All) 
Pakou sent an agenda and updated the calendar appointment for this joint meeting, which is 
designed to build a stronger working relationship between the two committees. CACI member 
discussion was rich and wide-ranging, including:  



• Could the new Director of Operations create a CCH 101 one-pager or some type of 
orientation materials for new members?   

• Some of what we need is some rich facilitated discussion on the long-term vision for this 
group – NOT just what we do for the next 2-3 years, but really define what does the end 
goal for CCH look like?  
 

11:30 am ZMHS – Core indicators (Margaret/All) 
Margaret introduced various questions related to the simplification and use of the Zone of Stability. 
What purpose do the measures (as stated on the original document) serve? Do they mean anything 
to what the Zone of Stability is—or, are they more confusing when trying to explain the beauty of 
this illustration?   
There was active discussion on the measures of mental health and CCH AA group’s core indicators. 
What does our committee need to know to evaluate the effectiveness of our committee’s work? 
And, what does CCH need to know to evaluate its long-term goals? How can the AA group support 
our work – does that mean identifying different core indicators? Does that mean helping CACI 
identify more robust performance measures?  
Committee action and decisions:  
CACI members agreed that it would be interesting to remove the measures from the bottom of the 
Zone and remove the triangles from the illustration. Margaret will simplify the Zone of Stability and 
have it ready for the joint CACI-AAC meeting.   
Ann made a clear statement about the core of our work: The core of our work collaboratively is to 
keep people in the Zone through mental health promotion, mental health prevention, increased 
community capacity to respond and social connectedness. This is key.    

12:15 pm Other subcommittee updates (MHFA, MMHM) 

12:30 pm Adjourn 

 

 


